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Ihis paper isj ted as a report of two related instructional. intervention

projec me complete&anl-the other, ongoing. The first involved a °Tutored-

Cif

deotaped-Instruction" (TVI) strategy in a three course calculussequnce, the
It

second, an NSF-funded project usingpomicrocomputers; television, tutor ng, testing,

and related technologies an4.methods in a Center for As-sessment-Tutoring apd
(Ths

Enrichment Vesources" (CATER).

Evaluation results from the TVI courses are presenied as instrumental and

consequential evidence of the impact of.project. Procedures' in'both projects

are outline& A report of progress in the NSF project'concludes the paper.

It should be clearly stated af the outset, that there was never any attempt .

*

to conduct rigorous, experimental i-esearch. The participants in the projects

were (are) well aware of the myriad other factors which influenced (or will in-
,

fluence) the students involved. Of.primary import'ance is the fact that, in no

case, did the intervention attempt to replace one kind,of instruction with another.

TAe-object was to provide students with additional services and learn ng opportu-

nities. In its siMplest form fhe TVI project did nothing more than motivate

students tp.spend more "time-on-task" and this, in itself, was speneficial. It is

hoped that in tbe NSF project, mgre influence can be exerted and more change

attributed directly to the instructional strateg es and materials_ Data from tilis

project will not be aaiTable for some time, howeve
4

The report is presented in generallyvinformal style. Specifi s and technical

details are available dn request. Further NSF reports are, of course, forthcoming.

1.`
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A 'Pi Proje t in Calculus,10:150

The Tutored-Videotaped-InstructioTVI) OrojAct was a joint effort of

the ,Department 'of Mathematics and the Office of Learning Resourcgs at Northeaste n

veriity: The project adopted4proceduAs used at stanford UniversitY and.Masse-

ohusetts Institute Technology in the instruction of engineering students.

(Gibbons, Kihrheloe & Down, 1977; Lynch, 1977) Ae-these schools, regularly-

scheduled classes were,w0eotaped and the tapes were played back later by,

tutor who started an'd stopped tapes on request, answered Student questions, and.

dealt with student problems. 'At Stanford and courses mere for in-service

professionals away-"frdM campus. At M.J.T1 tapes were used to resolve problems

arisi,ng in large-enrollment (300 student) lectures.

.
A primary reason for the use of T41 at Northeastern was that it provided

otherwise unavailable assistance to first-year students be9inning t/seir studies

..,

i-n June. The engineering caT,Allbs sequence 10:150 - 10152 eoveers a 1 acad mic

year and students wtio begin in the summer quarter do 'not have accesS to a depart-

mentally sponsored Math WorkshoR which is available in the Fall, Winter, and

Spring quarters. -

A econd reason for undertaking thie project-was that, in .aping the cal-
> C-

culus classes, a bank of materials would be created which could supplement in-

struction in1 othr situations: 1) TA andtutor trainees could 4ew tapes Of a

senior instruttor and e;stract collitent:and instructional approaches; 2),calculus

students could acCess -Che'tapes out of class to review specific concepts [each

tape was accompanied by a time/topic log]; and 3) a s t of tapes covering-baslilik

concepts and princi les-could be edited for classroom se.

It was decided that a senior instructor of out'sta ding reputation should

teach the'calculus sequence. Prof. Holland Filgo, whose:experience;included

televised instruction, was invited to be the instructor. An experiellced tutor'

was also necessary. Mr. Ahmad Khashan, a graduate student in mathematics was

assigned the tutor's position.
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Project procedures were stra ghtforward. Each class was videotaped in the

classroom, the tutor attending and making notes of the topics*discussed and the times

of the discussion. Videotapes and topic logs were immediately availabie for the tu-'

torts use in nearby rooms. After this initial pos -class session, video apes and

logs were copied and put oh file within 24 hours. One set of tapes and logs was

kept in the tutoring room, the secOnd in -a Learning Resources Center for access

by individualstudents.

During the summer term and at its conclusion, various data collection methods

and instruments were used Included in the,evaluation were interviews, a locally de-

veloped survey, the Adjective Rating Scale (Kelly et.al.1976), and narrative reports.

The appendices here, hold some results from the 10:150 evaluation. 'The local survey

resufts indicate'satisfactiop with the quality of the course and.the TVI assistance.

Regular, informal interviews with students provided similar results. Question asking

habfts changed slightly, the extra as,sistance causing stud nts to question less in

class...Student reports her.e coincide with the instructor's narrative report of

fewer questions-in class. The Adjective Rating Scale followed patterns seen in

previous administrat-r6s at Northeastern University (Theall 1978) with an even

heivier than.usual 6rientatign toward the perceived practicalitY of the cours

scale mean was 1.93 on a 4-point sca.le with alpha reliability of .944 while

the usual meap for this scale has been above 2.0. The instructor and tutor were

satisfied with the -resjits of the pilot project and wanted to con'tinue with the

next'course in the sequence. Grades of students in the course were favorably

4

distributed with respect to previous courses and a test-retest option seemed

(in conjunction with Math Lab activities) to have helped students. Of particOar

interest in the appendix which holds test-retest informatio t-the "performance

of selected individuals" sheet. As shown, in only two cases were retest per-

formances worse than the original but these were the only cases where the,Math

Lab was not used in preparation for the retest. The tutor's narrative notes
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k ,

the regular corre ation of Math ab' attendance with enhanced performance. 'Even

if learning was a function of more, guided time-on-task" the .proce es in-

volved seem to have had a positive effect. A report of eva on data was

presented in September 1978 and the decisfon was macl to conti e the TVI

pro)ect 'the Fall semester.

' Calculus 10:151

In-the Fall 78 \t7TVI activ-Lties were expanded. The second .course in

the engineerigg calculus sequence (10:151) waS video-taped and the summer video-
.

tapes were used with two new sections of 10:150. Professor Filgo taught one

section each of 10:150 and 10-151, Mr. Khshan provided tutoring.for 30:150 at

Boston and Burlington campuses, and another tu or assisted in PrOf. Filgo's

10:151 section. Procedures were.generally sim lar to those used in the summer

session.

f'
A unique feature.of Prof. Filgo's classes was the continuation of the test-

,

retest option used in conjunction with tutoring. The object Of theoption was

ea'rly diagnosis and correction of difficulties. Each test had two equivalent

forms. The instructor carefully corrected test 1 and noted.weak areas. Any

student could retest but attendance at the 'Math Lab" was stronglY °mended.

Students who-failed the first test cou d rot retest unless they had attended

the "Math Lab" The retest option was quite successful. Of the 177 retesq in
.2

10:150 -- 10:152 , 8!t% resulted in higher grades. Of the remaining retests, 1%

showed equivalent performance and 9% res61ted in lower grades. Through the series

of tests; retest performance wa's best.for those students who regularly used the.

\ .

t)"Math Lab".

\
/In the Fall 1978 term, evaluation activities were also broadened.

addition to student attitude, opinion, and performance data for participating

classes, an attempt was made to dejtermine factors important to sfudent performance,

rt.

and all data was also collected from three NON-TVI math classes. The pdrpose of

the NON-TVIdata collection was more informational than comparative. No hypotheses
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were generated about the effects of TVI or its relationships to student attitude

or. performance. Neither were assumptions made about the superiority of one for-

mat,over the other.. As a result of the initial evaluation, the following ques-

tionS were considered:

I Are student attitudes similar in concept and4strength to those

found in the inittal evaluation?

Do students in TVI courses attribute their performance to the

same factors as do students in NON-TVI cOurses?.

Are there differences in student opinions'about ;instruction in

TVI and NON-TVI courses?

4. What are student attitudes about_TVI and their tutors?

5. What is the student estimate.of the value of the TVI format?

6. Are there any relationships between TVI and overall student
*

performance (as shown by course grades).

From the initial evaluation and a review of evaluative literature, he

following patterns were anticipated:

1. Senior instructor would rece ve the most favorab1,9 student ratings.. #'

2. Studentswould consider their own effort and ability as the most

important factors in their performance.

3. Many students in TVI courses would credit tutoring.with having

rais-ed their grade.

4. Tutors would receive good student ratings and videotape alone would

be considered only marginally helpful.

The distribution of grades in TVI courses, would be skewed toward

the 'A' end fn comparison with' past NON-TVI courses,

6. Students would be oriented toward the practical aspects of their

exOrience and consider it to be very.worthwhile but would not

rate its intellectual appeal as highly.

A high percentage of retest scores.would show improvement.
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The anticipated patterns were confirmed. Senior instructors were morP

highly ra;ted than TAs or junior instructors (tutors are mit i.ncluded in this

statement). The "combined" data presented later in this report thus give an

overall picture, and comparisons of TVI and NON-TVI should not be made using

this data. Individual instructors ratings varied considerably and this var-

lance clouds such comparisons. On the whole, ratiflgs of instruction indicate

a high degree of stthdent satisfactian in the engin:0,01ring caletfius 10:150 and

10:151 courses, In fact, it is suspected that some of the effect of the TVI

format was lost due to the generally h gh quality of instruction. In other

words% the better the instruction, the less the need for assistance and the

closer the rat ngs of students in r and NON-TVI groups.

Both tutors were highly ra ed in their tutoring roles. Though indi-

vidual data are hot presen d, itl.should be noted that the Burlington students

gave Mr. Khashan exceptionally high rAtingS and it waSiwthrough their efforts

and insistence that Mr. Khashan continued in the tutqcing role during the sub-
,

..sequent quarter. In all tutored classes, students who used the services cred-

.ited tutoring-with having positiveWaffected their grades (see Item # 39 in

the "combined data of TVI classes" appendix). Videotapes a1olie were not con-

sidered very useful.

The attiwdes of students and their attributions followed the expected

-pattern. Students placed a htgh value on, and were well satisfied with the

practical aspects (the "worth") of their courses. They did not rate the in-

tellectual appeal (the: iliterest") of the courses as highly, but there was ho

reson to expect such a rating. The courseshwere considered to ,be of averay

difficulty. Both TVI and NON-TVI students considered their effort and ability

,to be the.most important factors tnfluencing their performance and both groups

were in general agreement about the relative importance of the other, related

factors.



The grade distribUtions in Prof. yilgo's classes wer'e skewed towdrd the

'A' end of the grOing scale. Average student performance (as judged by course

grade compariso0 ) was higher in these classes than in all but one other 10:150

10:151 class sfiice the Winter 1976 quarter. Common .finaI exams are used in'the

10:1t0-51-52 sequence, thus, some control can be said to exist over the pd'ssibil-
i

ity of claAses being graded on different criteria. The retest option allowed

many students the opportunity for improving grades. 'Of the 177 retests taken,

1+9 resulted in higher gradds, 12in similar grades, 14, in lowr grades. Atten-

danc9'at Ma h'Labs" was again relaled to improved scores.

final note should be inserted about Math Lab attendance. Although the,

instructor and development personnel were somewhat disappointed by the.frequency

of students'-use of the service, an interesting comparison can be made. During

he'10 week 10:150 sequence, some 120 contact hours of .tutoring were recorded:

this service was provided only for the 24 students' in the 10:150 group. During

a previous quarter, wheA a departmenta ly offered, drop-in-type, "math workshop"

\set:trice was ava jable to all students taking math, he number of contact hours

was only 90. The retest option and the relevance t4 10:150 performance are

considered to be the major reasons for greater attendance in the Math Lab.

conclusions about 10:151

There seems enough info'rmation available to answer the qtlestions posed

earlier. Student attitudes toward ihStruction appear to be consistent and, pos-

itive in both-TVI and NON-TVI courses. Likewise, att' udes about the tutors
4

and tutoring are positive with the emphasis on the tu or rather than the tech-

nology. The overall effect of the TVI format on grades seems positive but that

effect is seen as a functi n of diagnosis and correction prough both tutorim

and the retesting option. It is felt that neither tutoring,nor retest-0.95141d,

4
alone, account for such grade improvement.

Calculus 10152

The third course ithe calcàlus sequence, 10:152 was videotaped in the

rt
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same manner as its predecssors. Agai Professor Filgo was instructor and Mr.

Khashan was tutor. Class procedures-, retesting and'"Math Lab" activities.were°

similar to those in previous courses_ End-of-course evaluatiOh was si.milar in

that a survey, the Adjective Rating Scale, and attribution questions.were used,

but in this case no comparative oroups were surveyed. This decision was made

because til3e primary conc'ern was with continued student satisfattion and'progress

rather than Proving the superiority of one method over another. Evidence from

the 10:151 evaluation had already suggested generally high quality of tnstruction

by persons in the calculus sequence and the TVI project was only a part ofthe

overall instructional treatment. It was expected, in 10':152,.that pattewns;of

responses would be similar to those from other e\raluations. :These expectations

were borne out. Appendices to this report include the 10 152 survey, Adjective

Rating tcle, and attribution items as Well as grad or cross-courie compari-

sons. As before, students reported satisfacti th the course and with TVI;

were oriented to, and thought highly of 1b4 practical value of*the course; and

attributed their performance largely to their own effort and ability: The Ad-
,

jective Rating Scale results show, for the first time a distinction between'

the positive and negative aspecn of "worth" distinction found in the original

factor structure of the instrument. Grades were dist)ributed along expected lines,

with a high percentage of '8' (42%) and no '0' or 'F' grades. An interesting

change in attributions is seen with respect to -Ole rankings of the instructor's
1

personality and teaching ability. Perhaps as a function of increased self con-

fidence or the fact that assistance was available, the TVI students ranked in-

structors contributions as'less important than did NON-TVI students. Beyond

this, the 10:152 students considered personal fluctuations of mood, conclition,

etc. and course design as more important than the instructor's teaching ability.

Given the high rating's'received by.the instructor inn thus the removal of the

possibility that students had no choice but to be self reliant, an interesting

possibility is that confidence in self may be enhanced by special assistance

I
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Programs which, through prOvision of's'ticcess experiences, allowearlier d

velopment/maturation.

Summary

.In general it is e)t that the TVI program had a positive impact. The

cost7effectiveness of the program'Was not addressed in the original evaluation

beause some proposed uses.of fhe videotapes had not been implemented. Present

dSta indicate thit TVI maY help in retaining students-who would not otherwise

be 'able to continue 'in their academic programs. The retention of only a few

such students'would returri the costs of the service. With the accep'tance of

the'NSF proposal which. is discUssed in the riext section, the question Qf TVI

costreffectiveness became essentially unimportant. The experience gained

in TVI-and the existence of the three-course set of videotapes make TVI Well

worth the expense. In fact, the only direct 'costs for TVI included additional
41111

videotape,puorchase and partial release'time for one.instructor. Tutoring pos:4*

itions would ,hav'e,been, assigned regardless,and Office of Learning Resoui-ces

staff and,serves were esshtially within existing budgets.

EXPANDING THE TVP CONCEPT
3.11r-

Though TV1 was-effective, reports of suceess with more complex technol-

ogies (Bo4, Q 5; Bowles, 1977; Br6fidt, 1979; Daly, Dunn &,Hunier, 1977;
3

Dowd, 1977) prompted the development of a proposal to the National Science

Foundation for the crieation of a program ex1çlänthng 'the TV,Iexperience int& a

multiple technology instructional system:using. tutoring, computers and tele-
,

vison as primary vehicles for special instruction in calculus and pre-calculus

courses.

There were four problems of primary concern in these courses:

1. Faculty who-teach in large-enrpllment service courses cannot provide
A

individual attention to those students who need assistance. This in-

cludes students with minimal preparation as well as advanced students.

In sequences such as pre-calculus and calculUs, no time exists to dem-

onstrate the application of mathematics to the specialty areas of the
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students or tb'proyfde .exercise practice in these areas. Op oriun=

ities for interdisci3Oli,nary exchange,A-re thus reduced, .end conceptdal

diffi ulties, oftep arise when Students attempt to.make the tranSition
. , .

from*the abstract mathemat4tal principle to the concrete engineering/-

'science problem.

The problems of underpreparation,and reduced aVailab e faculty vfine

-cause, more and more i ristrUctional responSibi 1 i ty to fal l _on tutorS

and/or teaching assistants... These persons are chos4n-because of

demonqrited ability ip the subjegt area , a paramount considera-

fion - but their content expe'rtise does not guarantee their peda-

i
.

gogicaefficiacy.. Their reperto*re of in*r ructional strategies

'is often limited and they do nOt ba e easy agcess"to instructiolnal

aids and/or assistance. As, such,.they are most limited in the areas

where the greatest problems exist:the instruction of beginning

students whb are having difficulty in mathematics.

4 The needs of advanced students are often overlooked. These students

must Nave access to faculty if they are to be provided with enrich-
4

ment materials-and/or chillenging projats. In the situation where

faculty time is dt a premium it is often impossible to work with

advaried undergraduate students.

0
In order to address these problems, a Center for Assessment, Tutoring, and

Enrichment Resources (C.A.T.E.R.) was proposed arid the following objectives were

established:

1. To design oradapt 35 "drill-and-practice" units covering the

major topics in each of the five courses, and to make these units

available to students for individualized instruction by means of the

computer.
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To4oroduce, on'videoitape five .(5) lectures by Engineering faculty

conwning applications of calculus tO their disciplines, and

to interface-ihgse with special practice problems made available

on the computer.

To integrate the existtrig videotapes af,the enti e freshman engi-

neering cal,culus sNuenceNjnto *the proposed itydividualized nstruc--
,

,.
.

. .

tiondrill-an&practicen exercises on the computer:

:To use the computer for the dilpostic and'placement tests admin-
,

4 v.
istered to all freshmen in the summer and fall

A

To useWideotapes of claSsroom instruc'tion by experienced faculty

, to irirprove'the instructional s ills of graduate teaching assistants

and ditors.

The timetable ror imolmenting the project is displaye,d on the fo low-
%

ing pages.

1'



TIME

, Summer 1979

Fall 1975

-t

4

TD ETA OF PROJECT AcTiylcIES,

4
Purchase and Installation Of Soforare

-"Lesson'writer" computer package from 'Dr- John De ford, iversity
of Utah

ENT,

, 44.
,"Course Management" computer package from Dr. Kenneth

University'of Calitornia, San Diego
'Graphical tharacterlitics of.Functions," "APplication of,
Calculus to ti)e,Destgn of. the.. Diesel 'Engine," vfdeotapes
from Or.,.AntijOny i.. Peessinl, Unlverstly,of 1111nols.

-"Crzirsewriter" computer package froM Dr. Wrect, M. Bork,
On.fersity of California, 'irvie

"Engineering talculim for:Mi-norttY-.Stude ts, computer'testing.
.

package from Di. Gregory tiamiticite,'-litchiga Stati,Universrty
,

, . . .

,

Bowles

Purchase of Equipment

Terak.Corporation Model 8510A microcompUter 4)
Videocassette-,Player (2)
'9" Tele:fision,(2)

Videotape Controller (2)
Study Carrels'

4 .

Constructiall of Physical Fa 1 y convirtfexi

Employ Conyter

Development of DrIll-andt-Practice Uni s:

tirig c assroom)

Pre-Calculus Course 1,0.1-44, "AdditiOn 4niii..").v, traction of Polynomials"
> 10.145, "SplutionAdratic* Equations"

Course 10.150, "FunCtionnd Cr/who"
10.151, "Area. Under a Curve"
10.152, "integration Techniques: Substitution"

Calculu,s

_a

Vldeotape/Compu er Application UnIts
"Applications of Proble s Solved Using/Max-Min Theory in the
Calculus of One Variable"

it 4



11 I7 Classroom V de
ont,nued)

Contruct1:66

Wintef 080

,

Spi-ing 080

TiNgTABLE OF rECT ACTIVIT S

EVENT

Review, Edit and Cross-Reference Existing Lectures:

Phy ical Facility (convert existing.lassroom 'Space)

Training' of Professors Bridger And tiaflin in Use of "Coursewriter
'and le Ofolriter" Software .

Development'of Dril -a Practice Units:
Pre-Calculos Course 1 44, "Multiplication'andiavition of Polynonki,a'

10. Of; "Special Products and Factoring 1"
10. 45, "Graphs of Linear'and Quadratic Equations,

Calculgs Cours 10. ,"Elementary timits of Algebratc,Functions"
10.150, VSlopes'of Lines and Linear Equations"
10.151, "Volumes by Slicing"::
10.152, "integration Techniques: Dy Parts"

VIdeotape/Com uter Applications. Units

"Scientific Applications of Related Rates Problems"

Classroom Videotapes: Review, Edit-and Cross Reference Ex1stlngLectures

Construction of Physical Facility

Super 1 Ion of ProgrImmIng Activity

Evaluation

Development of Drill-and-PracticeJUnit-:
Pre-CarCulus Course 10.144, "Speciai eroducts and Factortn

10.145, "Simple Word Problems"
10.145, "Linear Systems In Two and Three Unknowns

Calculus Course 10.150, Illerivatives of Polynomials"
10.151, "Word Problems"
)0.15.1, "Volumes Using Cylindrical- Shells"
10.152, "integrAtion Techniques:'Trigonometric Substitutions



TIME

arkil '1980
(coat inued)

-Videotapel4Comput

TIMETABLE OF'PROJECTIACT'IVITIES

/'
Ap 1icf#tipA Unita

"A plication 0 PIIItte. Differe24ial Equatins t WOrld,Pr

EVEr

,Design diagnostic-test g pr gram for aWfreahmen

Classroom Videot peal RelieW, Edit ind Cross-Reference Exi

Evaluation

JP'

Summer 1980 Development o Drill'-and-Practice Units:
Pre-Calculus Course 10.144, "Addition and Subtracti o4 of geb

10.145, "Angles' and TheiOeasuiemert
Calculus Course 10.150, "Use of the Propct'and,QUptie

10.151, "Logarithmic F ctiOns"
10,152, "Integration echniques Portia act ls".

10.152, "Integratio Techniquel6 Power n Products of
Trigono tic Func,tions".'

.1 /
/

Implement; eld-Test, Revise Hathc9tt1 Diagnbstic P4g Freshmen.

i/
Establish rnanilEement procedures f CF1h.R. facility

liathematics faculty iparkshopa'

Train tutors and C.A.T.E.R.

Purchase of Equipment
Terak Corporation
Videocassette Pia
9" Television (
Videotape Contrâ1er f
Terak Proctor lcrmtnal

Evaluation

of 6.A.T.' facility

5 0A, microcomputer (4)

et



TIME

. -TIMETABLE OF PR 3 CT ACTIVITIES:

filfta

tall t980 ' Development.orDrill-and-Practice bolts: .

7-15i- of MO Pfe-Calculus.Course 10.144, 1.161tiplication sod Division of A4ebrisic Practidne-
freshmln engin- 10,145,'"Definttion of Trigonometric functions: Special Angle
eering'students Calculus Course' 10.150, "Graphs of Trigonometric Functions"
use C.A.T.E'.R. 10,151, #:Exponential Functions.*
facility, 225' 10.152, "Polar Coordinates?
students)

Vrdeotape/Computer'App ications Units
1

"Applicattod of Integration to Prob ems Involving Work Pressure and
Center,of Mass)'

Imp1eme7t, fletd-test and Revise Programs

Management of C.A.T.E.R. Facility and Devejopment of instructiona Hater

Eva ltjatIor

Winter 1981 Development ofprill-and-Practice.0 1 s
1-5-tiVo-faz1-1 Pie-Calculus Course 10.144, "Rules of Exponents"
freshmen 101115, "Inverse Function*"
engineertng Calculus Course 10.150, "The Chain Rule"
students use 10.151, "Trigonometric Func 1 ns"
C.A.T.E.R i. 52, "Ta lor Series"
facility,
450 students) Video/Computer Applicatlos.Units

, "Planetary Motion"

Management of C.A.T.E.R. Facility and Deveiipment of instructional Materials

Evaluation



TIME'

Spring 1981 Development of Dri
(75X of all, Pre-Calculus

.freshmen engt7:
7tring mathe-

ic.° students

facility, 675
students) Video/Computer Applications

"Edtting and Revision"

T METABLE.,OF PRO4ECT ACTIVITIS

EVENT

-and-Practice Units
Course 10.144,'"Solution a Linear Equations"

10.145,,!'Inequalities and Absolute,Yalues"
Calculuii Course 10.150, "Curve Sketching,Using Derivatives"

10.151, "Inverse Trigonometrie:Functions!'
10.152,"Indeterminace ForMs"-

Summer 1981
(100X 07-4711

freshman engi-
nearing mache7
matics stu-
dents use

,Purchase of Equipment,. -.4

facility, S

Terak.CorPoration Model 8510A mfcrocomputer (2)

Units:

MAnagement of Facillty and Develokent of Instructional Materiala

Evaluation

Revise Drill-and-Practice and Video/Computer Applications Uni6,Based on .

Evaluation Data

St

46.

Workshop for faculty from other departments and colleges on.C.A.T,E.R. facility

900,

stu(1ents) fvaluation

Fall 1981 14,vise Drill-aid-Practice
000X of all EvaluatiOn Data
freshman engi-

4Pneering mathe-
4 matic0 stu-

It%
fents use
dt?A.T.E.R

900 students

and Video/Computer Applications Units 8ased on

Workshop for faculty from ather dpartments and colleges on C.A.T,E.R. facility

Evaluation



TiN't

Vinter 1982-
000% of aii
freshman en-
gineering
,mathematics
students USA

(3cilreY, .900

sZude4ts)

4..

TIMETA LE OF PR JECT ACTIVITIES

iVENT

Aev se Brill-and-PO ce,and Video/Computer Applicatio s Units Based..on
Evaluatildh Bata

Workshops for faculty from other departpents and i acility

Evaltiation
.0%

Spring ..110 Revise 0.0 i-and-Practice and Video omputer Applications Un .s Based on'
of all Oaluatlon Bata

reshman en-
glneering Workshops for facul'ty from 'other departments and colleges on C,A.T.E.R. facIlIty
mathematics
tudents use

,Eyaluation
&facility, 900

students) innatIve evaluation report

Plan for program contAnua.tion
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Organizationally, the project bad three major components: 1) instructional

development and evaluation along with facilities design and administration were

uhdenr.the Office of Learning Resources; 2) math curriculum content and programming

were under mathematics department and 3) engineerin3 -caculty were respoible for

ontent in tile "applications" units, -The organization is outl.ined in Figure 1.

Staff t e.was distributed as follows:

TABLE 1 DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF TIME

Summer
,

1979 4/79-6/80
-Project i ector 16% .11%

16%' 4',,5:3%

. 0% 22%

0% 33%

0% 11%

Programmer 100%. 100%
,

OLR Director 10% 10%

Eva uator 0% 11%

Instruct. Designer 0% 11%
.,.

Engineering Faculty -0% 11%
,

Expected Benef ts

M th Faculty

Summer
,

''9/80-6/81
Summer

1980 1981 1 81-6/82
16% 11% 16% 11%

6% 33% 0% 33%

22% 22% 0% 0%

0% 33% 0% 0%

33% 0% '0% 0%

100% 100% 0% 0%

10% 10%, 5% 5%

22% 22% 33% 33%

'0% 11% 5% 6%

0% 11% 0% 6%

The five pre-calculus and calculus mathematics courses affected by this pro-
.

gram are central to tne development of over nine hundred (900) engineering students

each year. At the present time a large. number of these students are handicapped by

poor mathematics pleparation. Because of the number'of students and other demands

on their time, faculty.cannot-give these students sulTicient individual attention.

The majority of'such students suffer not orgy in their mathematics ciasses, but in

other.related fields particularly physic and chemistry, in which the application

of calculus is expected. The software development and computer-asslsted instruction

facility would make it .possible for individual students to te-st their understanding

of subject matter, unit by unit, and to obtain supplemental instruction, e ther in,'

the form of special videocassettes or tutors.
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The existence of tuch computer assisted learning centers on campus is a

predictable development in higher 'education. According to Bowles 1977 he cost

to own and operate a micrOcomputer suitable for computer baged instruction amounts

to roughly $0:50 t,0 $1.00 per hour of use (dependijig on volume). The falling equip-

mentj)rIces mean that the hourly cost will fail to roughly $0.1.0 per hour by the

early 1980's. Rowles cOftcludes that:with such.compapies..as Thxas Instruments

entering the microcomputer market the cost of equipment in ten s/ears' will be so

IOW that the essential issues regarding the use of computers for instruction will

be purely organizational. Given the number of students in this project, the only-

cost-effective alternatives involve the use of technology. Furtnermo17-6, s,ince a

primary goal is to strengthen the students' grasp of important mathefttical pro-

cedures, an interactive technology must be used. The computer ideally suits these

requirements.

The' NSF/CAUSE project will serve as a vanguard for the instructional use

of the computer on the Northeastern Univet'sity campus. If successful,.the. project's
A

drill-and-practice, record-keeping,-and videotape applications procedure.'s would

tpread to other large service courses, particularly in the phyical and biological

sciences. While the proposed facility was designed primarily to service the nine

hundred (900) students in five freshman engineering mathematics courses, it could

event6ally service other courses and departments, and could be e4ajed to'include

more terminals. Of particular interest in this project is the application of ,com-

puters to assist not supplant, classroom instruction.. N6 technologies in the past

have Droven themselves the equivalent'of effective classroom instruction. The com-

puter here is interfaced with another powerful technology, television. The eombina-

tion of these two:technologies overcomes deficits of each one individually. The

computer lacks the visual and auditory simuli of television, nut to mention the

advant ges of motion. Television however, lacks the interactive branching and

record-keeping capabilities of the computer. Eventually the videocassette wi

be replaced by the videodisc, which will greatly increase the power of this com-

9 1
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puter/video interface. Also included in this project is the tutor, both in tne

role of small-group instructor for tUtored.videotape instruction and in the con-

ventional role of individualized tutoring.. Determining the extent to which the
4

tuto'rs can manage and utilize the powerful :technologies at their disposal may be

one of the most practical outcomes of the project. 'Additionally, the potential

.exists to undertake research of 6 more ous nature. ,Question related to,

math anxiety", motivation, attribution theory, %-,ognitive style, and other con-

.structs can be address'ed in the processr'of tesiing and'implementing the program_

The development of generalizable software (-6g.: CAI units on p oblem solving

heuristics, exploratory rather than didactic lessons, etc.) is also a distinct

possibility.

Progress to sate

This .s.ection briefly outlines events and accomplishments in the NSF

"C.AT.E,R. pro t. Cat. ories of activjties are iso1ated for -.S1 plicity s

sake.

1. Ha dware/system software are presently operating on a l mited-basis
t-

Four TERAK c mputers are in use and, a4 an initia) period of .techhical.pro-

blems are operating reliably. Perhaps the major delay to date has.been wi,th

system-software. Originally, it was planned to use.th/ Lessonwriter" (Brandt 1979)

1979) language from the University of Utah. The "Coursewriter".language (Bowles,

1977) -from University of California at San Diego was considered as a supplement for

special needs in (for example) course administration. Both languages are "PASCAL"

derivatives. Because of the highly interative nature of the lessons planned

here, the usefulness of the two derivati e languages was unexpectedly limited.

At present, authors are generating lessons on siaper and programmers are enter'ing

these lessons into the system in "PASCAL . Simultaneously, special software is

being created to provide additional graphics suppo extended options for eval-

uation of student responses; exploratory structures for lessons in the "discovery"

mode; expanded.character se'ts; extremely powerful text edii.in and other similar

9,
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purposes. Much remains to be done in order .to make the system so#tware as

powertul.and fleXible as possible. .The reasons for creating such powerful

software are found in.the instructional design strategies soutlined below.

Instructional.design considerWons in .this project have put heavy

demands on leston writing software. A prototype lesson c4as created 'early in

the project and it followed.a, generally traditional format. Explanatpry mater-

ial was presented firstJollowed by a problem. Based on the student's reply to

a m ltiple choice question:right/wrong branches were executed. Dittraciqr items

question:%ere thosen to represent the.realm of resultS one might get having

made one of the "typical mistakes students make in thes? problems". Iricorrect

choice branches ere thus determined in a quasi-diignostic manner. Given,an error'

'indiCating a major prbblem, students would be channeled through a second explanation/

pl4blem sequence anct eventually (given a second major error) woul*d, through'the

computer/TV interface, tee a brief videotape explanation of.ihe topic taken from

the set of TVI tapes,

As discusTions on instructi nal sti-ategy continued, and 'as problems wfth

existing Software arose, a new direction took shape Assuming that all material

would have been covered n class, more emphasis:was placed on the notion of drill

and practice". Preliminary explanations were dropped in favoi3. of.immediate Probl'em

solving or more discovery-oriented str'ategies.. Both str tegies', however, plac d

heavy demands on software. Rather than.providingmuliple choice questions, for

example, it became necessary to have the cOmputer evaluate mathematical notations/

equat1ons entered by,the student. Another possibility was for the system to

allow the student to enter and manipulate parameters For, for example, curye sketch-

ing or adding functions. The coMplexity of such demands has initial)y Slowed develop-

ment of both software/4d course materials, but is expected in the long run, to allow

much more sophisticated lessons to be created.

Curriculum content has also seen extensive discussion. The original 35

units may be reduced in number and an extensive context investigation is underway.

21
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in an effort to identify conc Rts and operations crucial to understan ing the

course material. This refinement of content may lead to cle,arer iden ification

of key issues in many areas.

4. The C.A.T.E.R. facility has been designed and proposals for construc-

tion have been submitted. construction Sh uld begin in May of 1980 to,be ready

for the freshman class entering in September 1980. Construction plans include

carrel placement des gn of study and tutoring areas, location of equipment

ligf;ting d acoustic control, etc. to create an e6ironment with maximum

utility and minimum distraction:::

Summary

The multiple fechnolOojes project i; generally on schedule I* expending .

much more effort than anticipated on system softw.are and instructional strategy.

To date instructional materials have only undergone content-face-vajidity revi.eN.

Field ,tests with students will begi,n in March 1980. Despite the complexities of

creating instructional materials 'aild strategies which match the sophistication

of the delivery systems, progress has been consistent and the benefits antici-

pated from the project remain achievable.

-SP
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Surely the most important q e tions we would like to have answered are:

1 How well are the students in this class doing?

2. How do the)/ compare with,classes in the past?

3. If .there is a difference, what"calised it? .

First I shall give my opinion.on at least the first of these questions. Then

I shall discuss how the experience of teaching this course has seemed different
to me from the usual course.

A. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE CCASS

My gut feeling is that this is a very good class. The students seem inter-

ested and attentive. They seem to have a good understanding of the basic concepts*,
and they have unusually good skills at the mechanics of this course, e.g. equattion
of lines, differentiation fOrmulas, trigonometry formulas. I was surprised at how

little trouble they had with something like the chain rule. Their grades at this

point (just before the final exam) tend to bear out this impression.. The only
things that detract from this picture are: (1) in trying to make tests which could

be graded quickly, I probablY tested more than usual their ,ability'to do'isolated
tasks and less than usual their ability to aftlyze and solve a complicated problem,
and (2) in trying'to proceed Very carefully, Lpaced the course a bit slower than
usual. A possible third factor is that a good many of these students had a year
of calculus in high school. I do not know if that is typical of a 10:150 class.

B. THE EXPERIENCE.OF TEACHING TH S CLASS

Here are some observations about how this class seemed different to me.
In some tases, I shall speculate on possible reasons for the differences, in
others Kot.

1. Most,noticeable'was that the'students asked very few qyestions in

class. White it is not my stule to get a lot of student discussion,
I normally expect a lot of hands to go up when I ask if theye are
questions about homework. In this class, I practically had to beg

them to get such questions.

Very few students came to my conference hours. This was, quite

noticeable,.since freshmen tend to come for help much more often
than advanced students.

I was somewhat less re1axe0 than usual in front of this class
Here are the reasons that occur to me:

A. Everything I said has,been recorded for 'alI the world o hear.

B. Having 'been designated'is a "good teacher", I felt I had to live

up to that.

C.. I was being observed by OLR people and by Mr. Khashan, who is
an excellent, experienced teacher.

At first I did not feel that it was my class. I was unsure

whether a committee was in charoe of the class, whether Khashan
and I were,in ch'arge of the class, or whether I was in charge

of .h 'lass. In other words, I felt like the spokesman for

a DP ather than,the person in control. By the end of the

ter ver, I felt quite comfortable about all this.

0(



One Might specutate on i possible connection between my tenseness
and the students' lack,of response. Perhaps I conveyed to'them'`
the idea that the c-lia-s-s: was a performance by me, and therefore

they should not interrupt.
s,

4On the other hand, I'did feel more comfortable in this class about
one thing. Because of the existence of.the,tutoring Sessions, I

didn't feel the need to make sure that everyone in the class under-
stood a topic before moving on to the next one.

The course was a bit slower in pace than usual for the following
poss4ble -reasons:

A. My beforementioned concef:n about proceeding very carefully,

8 Lack of response from the student's made me feel they weren't
"getting it"."

Feeling I was under scrutiny,made me want to make su e the
studtnts made a good showing.

The mechanics of the course: There were five tests, and there
were also minor delays caused by losing the students the first

,.day, combining the'two sections, and one fire alarm.

I Spent a lot more time than usual on test preparation, test correc-
tionlespecially trying to analyze the students' deficiencies and

pn Meetipgs with OLR people.

In spi:te:of the fact that few students camp to see me, as a result of
the class, attention we paid to their performance, I am better acquai,nt-
ed with these students than I am with students in comparable classes.

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

I watched sever41 of the tapes with--Office of Learning Resources
personnel. Their comments were extremely helpful jn making me
analyze my philosophy of teaching, and,in increasing my awareness
of what is actu)lly going on in the classroom_ I was too nervous
to try to change my habits very much in this particular class, but
I did tend to practice new approaches in my other class, which was
much smaller and where my failures wouldn't be recorded, and the
results were very gratifying to me.

2. I was very favorably impressed by the way Ahmad worked with students
in the math lab.

3. I am mildly concerned that with all the attention we paid to the
students who were not doing so well, we may have done less than
we could for the really good ones.



OMMARY

26

On,ithe positive side, I think we can say at the very least that we
made i** possible for a fair number of students to accumulate a better Set'

o'f test scores than they normally would. I hope this means.that they have

a firmer knowledge of the material and are consequently better-prepared"for
subsequent courses, and I am cautiously optimistic that this is the case,

n the negative side, a disappointinglylarge number of students stmply

ropped out of sight, in fact I would say that there seems to'be a
clearer than usual separation 15etween the group of students who ,are in-

volved in the course and those who,are net, and that this might be due
mainly to the fact that we communicated to them that we cared whether

they were involved or not.



EXTRACTS FROM

TUTORS' COMMENTS

AND OBSERVATIONS

.10:150
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OBSERVATIONS:

It is very important-to coninunicate with those students who fail
the diagnostic test andç to start immediately reviewing,pre-calculus
material with them.

The diagnostic test shou d be seared towards the material we assume
they know; material they will need_throughout the course.

The first two:weeks are verY mportant: Special effort,s uld be
made to make sure that "slow" students do not fail behind.

Some students especially those,with language problems or a weak
background in Math, should haVe special treatment. They need°
more time .to catch up with the class.

Telephone numbers and addresses-of each student might be helpf61
in the process of communication.

It is very important to face the students with their problems and
the fact that they can get over their deficiencies.

It is very important to fce the students with their mistakes and
with the fact that they should stop making them.

It is very important to be friendly with the students and to show
interest in their progress.

Students appreciate the extra help available. 122 students used
the lab for periods of 1-3 hours.

10. The lab in its format provides the students with a pleasant atmos-
phere to study mathematics ad their own or with others or with the
help of the tutor.

It will be helpful to have the class away from Huntington Avenue
which is extremely noisy.

12. °After a problem is solved or a definition is written etc it will
be helpful if the camera person focuses on the blackboard so that
slow' students can catch up.

13. It wilt be extremely helpful to have a special videotape machine
that enables the tutor to sto0 the tape with the picture showing.

14. It is important to analyze the students' mistakes after each test
to be treated in the lab.

5 Some students don't have time for the lab (they work).

16. Some students have the attitude th.at they are going to try school
for one semester. Others don't care about school to start with.

17. ft will be extremely helpful to assign 2-3 hours for math lab. This
way all the students will be available for help or any actiVities'that
happen in the-lab.

33



29III. RESULTS:

4 tdthe date of this report, every student who is still coming to class
and to the lab, is passing the course. Some of the students who shoWed
up for the ,lab, consistently did 'evtremely well, others did ok.

a

The results of the make-up tests correlated with the students attendance
in the lab. ,For the second and third, make-up tests, students who attended
a review session on a certain topic did much better than those who did not.

The same students did poorly on the topics*they did not attend review sessions
for.

Some students dropped out of the course though thty were doing well Some did

not have any hope of continu ng (very weak math. background - needed to study

a lighter course)... 4.

In general, I think that the resu ts were positive and a good number of
students benefitted from the lab.



COURSE EVALUATION

CALCULUS 10:150

note: The following pages are extracted from an original,
intbrim report generated for internal purposes.
Only distributions of data are shown because, in
the original report, ease of interpretation by other
readers was important. Means and deviations were
originally computed but were not readily available
for this paper. Data cards , however, still exist.



CALCULUS 10:i5O COURSE EVALUATION

RESPONSES PART I instruction
I.

I. .PACING iamount of materi l covered in relation to ime ava lable)
0 a) too much material and not enough time

81 b) adequate time devoted to each topic
4 c) too much time'devoted to each topic

15 d) -pacing OK because the math lab was available...otherwise, above

CLARITY OF EXPLANATIONS (Prof.filgo)
62 a) instructor explained clearly and precisely f
38 b) explanations were generally clear
0 c) explanations were sometimes confusing.and difficult to follow
0 d) explanations were often unclear and confusing

QUALITY OF PRESENTATION .(Prof. Filgo, as a speaker)
54 a)* extremely good.
42 b) very good

4 c) acceptable
,

0 d) poor
,

OUTLINING MATERIAL ovid ng organization and indickting directions &
emphaeis) .

65 a) topics were clearly outlined_ I knew what to expect from-each lectu e.
31 b) topics followed an outlined sequence but I was unsure of their relat. onships

and emphasis until the lectures were finished
0 ) outlines.were rarely provided. A had no idea of where we were going or
OMIT - 4 how thihs fit together.

OBJECTIVES (statements of what .you wpuld have to be able to know or do at the
end ofthe class/course)

54 a) objectives were usually stated
3& b) objectives were occasionally.stated
8 c) objectives were, rarely stated
0 d) objectiyes were stated but were unclear or unexplained

6, NOTE TAKING.
73 a) I was able to take notes easily and attend to the lecture as well,
0 bl I had to take notes so furiously that I missed parts'of the lecture
0 c) I had a difficult time taking notes because I didn't know what to,stress.
23 d) I rarely take notes so the above don't apply.
4 e)- My note taking habits °hanged because'I had additional resources (math

lab; videotapes; tutor; etc.)

7. 'Were the relationships aAld applications of ,calculus to engineering made clear to
you?

31 a) regularly
46 b) sometimes
15 c) rarely
8 d) this is not Important to me

Choose the item below whith is closest to your ranking of factors affe ting your
perforwince in this course.



RESPONSES
MOST IMPORTANT

23 a) the instruction
12 , b) the instruction
35 c) effort 1 ability
12 d) effort & ability
12 e) subject
8 f) subject'

.RT II course design

CONTENT (T e difficulty of the subSect as taught...do not consider the additional
assistance when answering) .

. . .

o a) much more difficult than most other courises I have ,taken
27 b) 'somewhat more difficult ,

42 c) about as difficult as most...
31 d) less difficult...

LEAST IMPORTANT,

32

my effort & a i ity the subject'
the, subject effort and ability
instruction subject
subject instruction
instruction effort & ability
effort & ability instruction

2. AMOUNtr OF WORK (assignments...time spent studying...include math lab time
8 a) much more work thgn most other courses I have,taken

49 b) somewhat more ...

92 c) about as much-work as most...
8 d). less work than most...

A
3. TESTS .(th'e 4 tests taken so far)

Choose the item below which best matches your feelings about tests:
81 a) level of difficulty was,Or and the tests covered what-we were taught
19 b) tests covered what we were taught but were too long or to0 hard
0 c) tests did not cover vitiat we weretaught

RETESTING I
Choose'one of the following:

69' a) I felt less anxious than usual about tests because. I knew I would have a
second chance.

27 b) The fact that retesting was possible did not lessen. my anxiety about testing.
OMIT = 4.

RETESTING II
Did you ever skip a test because you were OA ready and you knew you could tak
a retest?

15 a) once.
0 b) _more than once
85 c) never

5_ SPECIAL ASSISTANCE I (whether you used it or not)
Choose the statement below which best matches your feelings about the special
assistance available with this cOurse.

46 a) Any effort to provide extra help is worthwhile.
50 b) The,help available in this course reduces my anxiety about grades (even though I

may not have used it).
4 c) More effort'and resources should be devoted to programs aimed at students who do

well,

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE II
My feelings about the extra help in this course compared to other courses oirer;ng



RiSPON(SES

extra help is that:
a) the program in this course is much more valuable-

b) the program in this course is a bit more valuable
c) the program in this course is no betterLworse than in other courses

'-%
'64

74

8

4 d) the program in this course is less valuable

33

Choose the item below which is closest to your ranking of facto s affe ting your per-
formance in this course'

MOST IMPORTANT .......',...,.............
20 a) course design my effort & ability

(including extra help) .

12 5) course deOgn the subject
(including'extra help)

32 c) Ofort & ability courSe design
(including extra help)

16 d) effort & ability the subject
\

e) the subject effort & ability

f) the subject course design
(including extra help)

PART III rapport (consider the class only)

1. Rate student-teacher rapport in this course
98 al excellent
68 b) good
4 c) fair
0 'd) poor

Z.Rate student-student rapport in this' course
90 a) excellent

56 b) good
24 c) fair

d) poor

3. Rate the availability of the instructor

56 a) easy to reach/meet with
g b) sometiffies unavailable

4 c) difficult to reach/meet.with

A

,......LEAST IMPORTANT
the subject

effOrt &ability

the subject

course design
(including extra helf;)
course design'
(including extra help)
effort & aility

98 d) because of the extra help, I didn't feel the need to contact the instructor oi en

OMIT = 4 (or at all).

4. Did the instructor seem app oa hable, that is, did you feel comfortable talking with
him, asking questions, etc?

40 a) extremeTy approachable
28 b) very approachable
12 c) some what approachabl
0 d) not at all approachable

5 Did the instructor seem interested in his students their progress, and their
problems?

56 a) extremely interested
36 b) very interested
8 c) some what interested
0 d) not at all interested
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REVONSEs6. Choose the item below which is closest to your ranking of factors affecting your
% performance in this course

MOST IMPORTANT..........

16 a) rapport
b) rapport

28 c) my effort & ability
32 d) my effort &ability
12 e) subject
12 f) subject

PART IV ,general questions

1. Did the presence of the television, equipment inconv
anxiety?

4 a) yes
96 b) no

my effort & ability
subject
rapport
subject
effort & ability'
rapport

12

44
44

36

64

Did you ask questions in class?
a) often
b) sometimes
c) rarely

Did the fact that extra help was availab
a) yes
b) no

.LEAST IMPORTANT
the subject
my effort & ability
subject
rapport
rapport
effort & ability

nce you or cause any

rn

e chapge your quest;lon a k ng habits?

3a. If yes, hOW?
36 a) fewer questions
4 b) more questions

OMIT = 60

4. Choose the item below which is closest to your ranking of factors affecting your
performance in this course

MOST IMPORTANT.........
48 a) instruction'

12 b) instruction

8 cl cpurse design
(including extra help)

20 d) -course design
(including extra help)

0 e) r4pport

8 0 rapport
MIT = 4

MATH LAB EVALUATION (fill in

PART I general questions

40
20

12

12
41T = 16_

.00. ................ 4
course design
( including extra hes1p)
rapport

rapport

instruction

course design
including extra help)

instruction

f you ever used the ma

1. About how many times did you use the math lab?
a) 1-3

b) 4-8
c) 9-13

d) 14+

LEAST IMPORTANT
rapport .

course desion
(including extra help)
instruction

rapport

instruction

course design
(including extra help)

h lab for any reason)
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'% 2. Why did you most often use the math lab?

8 a) to review classes

23 b) to study for tests

50 c) to study for r'etests

19 d) to seek additional information on any topic()

What methods/materials did you most often use?

36 a) instruction by tutor

55 tutor and videotao4instruction
tu

0 ) videotape alone

5 d) additional materials (including problems)

5 e) student study group

What is your general estimate 9f the *value of the math lab?
,

52 a). extremely valuable _

38 b) very valuable
5 c) somewhat valuable
5 d) not at all valuable

:

What is the value of the vileotape utor method used in the math lab?
38 a) extremely valuable Alb

52 b) very valuable .

5 c) somewhat valuable
5 d) not at all valuable

What is the value of the videotape without the tu or?
5 a) extremely valuable

38 b) very valuable
38 c) some what valuable
14 d) not at all valuable

OMIT '= 5
PART, 11- the tutor

35'

1. Did the tutor establish a non-threateni.ng (helping) relationship in the math lab?
76 .0 very much,so
19 b) to some degree
5 c) not very much

.

ON d) was very authoritative and threatening

81

19
0

Did the tutor seem to have a solid knowledge of the subject
a) .very knowledgeable
b) somewhat knowledgeable
c) not very knowledgeable.

Did the tutor explain clearly and precisely ?
67 a) almost always
99 b) often
4 c) Sometimes
O d) rarely

Did the tutor use the resources aNia able (that -is TV, Tate ials, etc. ) or did
he simply lecture?

81 a). used resources often
19 b) used. retourc4 occasionally
O c) used resources rarely
O d) most often lectured

4



.
kESPONSE,.. ,

.74 5. Was the tutor able to understlnd your question or problem?
67 . a) almost aNays
')4 Jo) often 4. \

10 c) occsionally
O d) rarely

A

36

6. Was the tutor.able to help you solve yoyr problem or ahswer your questions? _
.7; a) almost always
74 b) often

0 c) occasionally,
O d) rarely

7. Did the tutor tie in math lab instruction and activities to class instruction and
activities?

.
67 a) almost always
33 b) often
O c) occasionally

.
,

0 d) rarely
.. ,

:PART.III administration7

1 Did you resent efforts made to get you to use the math lab
a) very much

.
. b) a bit .

.

c) 1 had no such fe,. ings .

A ,\ ,

9- Would you 'specify your reasons for not using the math lab.(if there were indications
that you needed help),

,

a) 1 usually work out my own problems
,b) 1 had no time
c), 1 didn't like the tutor
d) I didn't like-Aeing pressured .

e) other (please list) (NONE LISTED) .

-7-7----

23

97
0

*, 5

0

OMIT = 45

5

76

, 14

OMIT = 5

.
,

Do you consider that the math lab:
a) kept,you from failing

.

b) helped you raise your grade ..

c) made little differen e to your performance
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COMBINED DMA OF TVI CLASSES.

note: mean scores and distributions of scores are.pres'ented
for all items. on those items inwhich the mean
score is underlined, the distribution of scores is the
more accurate representation of the data'



PART I instruction

CALCULUS .. COURSE EVALUATION

...3

PART I instruction

"4"4

,

CALCULUS .. COURSE EVALUATION

6. NOTE TAKING
-a) I was able to take notes easily and attend to the lecture as weTl.
b) I had to take notes so furiously that I missed parts of the licturi.

o c) I had a difficult time taking nettes because I didn't know what to stress.
8 d) I rarely take notes so the above don't apply.
3 e) My note taking habits changed because I had addttional resources (math

lab; videotapes; tutor; etc.)

7, Were the retationships and applications of calculus to engineering made clear
you?

1.808 33 a) regularly
56 b) sometimes
8- c) , rarely
3 d) this is not important to me

1.625 56

31

)0
4

28 b) very good .

39 c) acceptable
13, d) poor

4. OUTLINING MATERIAL (providing organization and indicating directions 4

emphasis)
1,625 40 a) topics were clearly outlined. I knew what to expect from each lecture.

57 b) toplcs followed an outlined sequence but I was unsure of their relationshi
And emphasis until the lectures-were finished

3 c) outfines were rarely provided. I had no idea of where we were going or

how things fit together.

OBJECTIVES: (statements of what you would have to be able-to know or do.at t e
end of the class/course) -
a) objecttves were usually stated
b) objectives were occasionally stated
c) objectivewere rarely s.tated,
d) objectives were stated but were-unclear orunexplained

...3

1.625 56

31

)0
4

38

6. NOTE TAKING
-a) I was able to take notes easily and attend to the lecture as weTl.
b) I had to take notes so furiously that I missed parts of the licturi.

o c) I had a difficult time taking nettes because I didn't know what to stress.
8 d) I rarely take notes so the above don't apply.
3 e) My note taking habits changed because I had addttional resources (math

lab; videotapes; tutor; etc.)

7, Were the retationships and applications of calculus to engineering made clear
you?

1.808 33 a) regularly
56 b) sometimes
8- c) , rarely
3 d) this is not important to me

,

38

,



PART I course design
L..-

8. CONTENT (The difficulty of the subject as ught.. do not consider theadditional

assistance when answering)

2 338 21 a) ,much mde diffi.cult than most other Courses I have taken

37 b) somewhat more difficult ...

30 c) about as difficult as mo t./.

13 d) less difficult...

9- AMOUNT OF WORK (assignments...time spent studying.,inciude math lab time

2 35 14 a) much more work than most other courses I have taken

44 b) somewhat more ...

35 c) about as much work as most...

7 d) less work than most...

39

10. TESTS tests-takgn so far)

Choose the item below which best matches your feelings about tests:

1.37 64 a) level of difficulty was OK and the tests covered what we were taught

34 et),) tests covered what we were taught but were too.long or too hard

c) tests did not cover what we weretaught

Fl 1 go

on 1 y

11. RETESTING I
Choose one of the following:

71 a) I felt less anxious than usual about tests because I knew I would'have a

second chance. .

28 b) The fact that retesting was possible did not lessen my anZiety about testing,

12.,RETESTING II
Oid you ever skip a test because you were not ready and you knew you could take

a retest?
2.63 17 a) once

3 b) more than once

80 c) never

13:SPECIAL ASSISTANCE I (whether you used it or not)
Choose the statement below which best matches your feelings 'about the special

assistance available with this course.
1.30 77 a) Any effort to provide extra help is worthwhile.

15 b) the help available in this course reduces my anxiety about grades (even thoug

may not have'Used it).
5 c) More effort and resources should be devoted to programs aimed at students who do

well.

14. SPECIAL ASSISTANCE II

My feelings about the extra help

extra help is that:
70 a) the program in this course
20 b) the program in. this courle

9 c) the program in this course
d) the program in this course

in this course compared to other courses offering

is much more valilable
is a bit more valuable
is no better/worse than in other courses

is less valuable



2.32

4 0

PART fli rapport (consider the class only)
1

15.Rate student-teacher rapport in this course
24 a excellent.
35 b good
31 c fair
10 d poor

16.Rate student-stu t rapport in this course2.00 19 a) excellent
60 b) good
)9 c) fair

/ porn

17.Rate t$e availabitit; of the instructor
1-33 58 a) easy to reach/meet-;lith

/7 b) sometimes ynavallable.
3. c) difficult toreach/meef with .

21 d) because of the extra help, I didn t feel the need to contact the instructor o ten(or at all).

18,Did thev-initructor-seem app.roachatt,le,
him, asking questions, etc?2.54 71
aYeitremelY approachable

3/ b) very approachable
31.! c) some what approachable

d) not at all approachable

s, did you feel
comfortable talking.wtth

19.0id the instruZtor seem interested
i his students, their progm:sproblems?

2.44 22 a) extremely interested
28 b) very interested ,

39 c) some what interested
10 d) not at all interested

nd their

PART P1 general questions

20,Did the presence of the television
equipment inconvenience you or cause anyanxiety?

a) yes
00 0 no

21.0id you ask qu 'Ons in class?
12_ a) often
42 b) sometimes
46 c) * rarely

22.0i4 the faCt that' txtra help Was available change your question asking habits?a) yes
b) no

23-1f yes, how?
1.17 83 a) fewer questions

17 b) more questions



1,87 45

30

17

8

MATH LAB EVALUATION (fill in if you ever used the math lab for any reason)

PART.' '. general questions

4. About how many times did you use the math lab?
a) 1-3
b) 478
c) 9-13
d) 14+

25. Why did you most often use the math lab?2.42 21
a) to review classes

48
b) 1,0 study for tests

17 c) to study for retes s23 d) to seek additional information.on any topic(s)

1.66 72

0
8

8

-

What methods/materials did.you most often use?
a) instruction by tutor
b) tutor and videotape instruction
c) videotape alone
d) additional materials (including problems)
e) student study group

Ta, What is your general estimate of the value of the math al)?).32 75 . a) extremely valuable
i9 b) very valuable
4 c) somewhat valuable
2 d) not at all valuable

t
28. What is the'value of the videotape/tutor method used in the mat,fl lab?2.28 28 a) extremely valuable

28 b) very valuable
34 c) somewhat valuable
il d) not at all valuable

29. What is the value of the videotape without the tutor?1.18 2 a) extremely valuable ,7 b) very valuable
61 c) sone.what valuable
30 d) not at all valuable

PART II the tutor

3a. Did the tutor establish a non-threatening (helping) relationship in the math b?1.37 85 a) very much so
. 13 b) to some degree

,

2 c) not very much
d) was very authoritative and threatening

31, Did the tutor seem to have a solid kntiOedge of the subject1.10 90 a) very knowledgeable
10 b) somewhat knowledgeable

c) not very knowledgeable



2- Did the tutor exp ain clearly and precisely ?

1.26 77 a) almost always
19 b) often
4 0 sometimes
0 d) rarely

33. Did the tutctr use the resources available (that is TV, materials, etc.) o
simpty lecture?

2.42 32 a) used resources often
28 sb) used resources occasiona y
6 c) used resources rarely

34 d) most often lectured

34. Was the tutor able to understand your question or problem
1.28 75 ai almost always

21 b often
4 c) occasionally
0 d) rarely

35. Was the_tutor able :to help you solve your problem or answer your estions?
1 30 75 .a) almost always

19 b) often
6 c) occaiionally
0 d) rarely

, 42

36. Did the tutor tie in math lab ins ruction and activities to c ass :instruction and
activities?

1.44 64 a) almost always
30 b) often
4 c) occasionally .

2 d) rarely

PART I' I admin stration
,

37- Did you resent efforts made 6 get you to use the math lab-
2.83 0 V-) very much

18 b) a bit
82 c) I had no such feelings

1.90

-

38- Would j*, specify your reasons for not using the math lab (if there were 'cation
that'you needed help).

32 a) I usually work out my own problems
55 b) I had no time
6 c) I didn't like the tutor
3 d) I didn't like being pressured
3 e) other (please list)

39. Do you consider that the math.1 b:
, 2.04 21 .,1) kept you from failing. tk

55 b) helped you raise your grade
21 c) made little difference to your performance
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COMBINED DATA OF NON-TVI CLASSt.S.-

10 151

note: mean scores and distributions of scores are presented
for all items on those' items in which the mean score
is.underlined, the distribution of scores rs the more.
,accurate representation of the data .711.



.CALCULUS

PART I instruction

COURSE EVALUATION

7 1. PAC G (amount .of material cdvered in relation to time availabl

1.89 2 a) too much material and not enough time

87 b)' adequate time devoted to each topic

1 c) too much time devoted to each topic

2. CLARITY OF EXPLANATIONS

1.8 1 4 31 a) instructor-explained clearly and precisely

57 b) explanations were generally clear

10 c) explanations'were sometimes confusing and difficult to follIow

d) explanations were often unclear and cohfusing

3. +QUALITY OF PRESENTATION our Instructor's abill.ty as a speaker

2.081 19 a) extremelt good
56 b) very good
24 c) acceptable

1 d) poor .\

4- OUTLINING MATERIAL (providing organization and indicating directions &

emphasis)

1.524 52 a) topics,were clearly outlined. I knew what to expect from each lecture,

43 b) ,topics followed an outlined sequence but Lwas unsure of their relationships
and emphasis until the lectures were finished

c) outlines were rarely provided_ I had no idea of where 41e were going or

how things fit together.

5. OBOECTIVES (statements of what you would have to 6e able to know or do at'the

end of the class/course)

52 a) objectives were usually stated -

31 b) objectives were occasionally stated

16 c) objectives were rarely stated

d) objectives were stated but were unclear or unexplained

44

1.637
a,

6. NOTE TAKING.

).774 68 a) I was able to take notes easily and attend to the lecture'as well.

6 b) I.had to take notes so furiously that 4 missed parts of the lecture.

7 c) I had a difficult time taking notes because I didn't know what to stress.

18 d) I rarely take notes.so the above don't apply..

7. Were the relationships and applications of calculus to engineering made clear to
you?

1.835 31 a) regularly
58 b) sometimes

9 c) rarely

2 d) this is not important to me
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PART Il course design

8. CONTENT (The-difficulty of the subject as taught.)

9.1q12 3
lo b
49 c)
28 d)

much more difficult than most other courses I have taken
somewhat mote difficult ...

about as difficult as most...
less difficult...

9- AMOUNT OF WORK (assignments...time spent studying.)

, 895 1 a) much more work than most other courses I ha4e-taken
271)) somewhat more
53C) about as much work as most..
18d) less work than most...

10. TESTS (tests taken so far)
Choose the item below which best mazcnes your feelings about tests:

1 163 85a) level of difficulty was OK and the tests covered what we were taught
)4 b) tests covered what we were taught but were too long or too' hard
1 c) tests did not cover what we were taught

PART III rapport (relation;hips with other people

11.Rate strudent-teacher rapport in this course
1.7 8 36 a) excellen,t

53 h) good
6 c) fair
5 d) poor

12.
Rate student-student rapport in this course

2. 185 15 a) excellent

54 b) good
28 c) fair
2 d) poor

13-Rate the availability of the instructor
2. 5 U 39 a) eaty to reach/meet with ,4--

14 b) sometimes unavailable
2 c) difficult to reach/meet with

44 d) I didn't feel the need to contact the instructor often.

14-Did the instructor seem approachable,'that is, did you feel comfortable talking withhim, asking questions, etc?
1.869 37 a) extremely approachable.

40 b) very approachable
21 c) somewhat approachable
1 d) not at,all approachable

15-Did the instructor seem interested in his students, their progress, and their
problems?

32 extremely interested
54 b very interested
14 c) somewhat interested
o d) not at all interested
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COURSE .

SURVEY

10:152

te: mean scores, deviations, and distributions of scores

are presented 'for all itemS .... on those Items in

which Vie mean scbre is underlined, the distribution
)

of scores is the more accurate representation of data

*V
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lc SD
2.41 1.0

1,35 .49

1.35 .60

1.70 .68

1.47 .62

1.23 .75

1.78 .58

.

CALCU US

Nib

COURSE EVALUATION CALCULUS IO152

....... COURSE

PART I instruction
%

ALUATION

L PACING (amount of material covered'in relation to time ava (ale)

12 0. too'much material and not enough time
59 b) adequate time devoted to each topic
6 c) tot) much time devoted to each topic

24 d) pacing OK because the math lab was availab

Z. CLARLTY OF EXPLARATIOMS (your Lnstructor only ...not your tutor)

65 a) instructor explained clearly and precisely,
35 h) explanations were generally clear .

difficult to foflow

e...otherwise. above'

c) explanations were somethnes confusing and .

d) explanations were often unclear and confusing

, 3. QUALITY OF PRESENTATION (your instructoes ability as a s aker)
71' a) extremely good
24 b) very good
6 c) acceptable

d). poor

4. OUTLINING MATERIAL Oroviding organiz,ation and indtcating directions &
emphasis) .

41 a) topics were clearly outlined. I knew what to expect from each
47 b,) topics followed an outlined sequence Out I was onsure of their

and emphasis until the.lectures were finished
12 c) outlines were rarely prgyided. I had no idea of where we were

how things fit togetheetgl

lecture.
relztiOnshi

going or

S. OBJECTIVES (statements of what you, would have to be able to know or do at thf*
end of the class/course)

59 a) objectives were usually stated
35 b) objectives, were occasionally stated
6 c) objectives were rarely stated

d) objectives were stated but were unclear or unexplained

6. NOTE TAKING
88, a) I was able to take notes easily and attend to the lecture as well.
'6 b) I had to take notes so furiously that I missed parts of the l4cture.

c) I had a difficult time taking notes because I didn't know what to stress.
6 d) I rarely take notes so the above don't apply.

e). My note taking habits' changed because I had addittonal resources (math
lab; vidcotapes; tutor; etc.)

Were the relationships and applications of calculus to enoineering made clear
you.

35 a) regularly
59 b) sometimes
6 c) rarely.

d) this is not important to me
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PA2T II course design

8_ CONTENT (The difficulty of the subject as taught.. .do not consider the add)tionalassistance when answering)
a) muoh more difficult than most other courses t have taken

18 b) somewhat more difficult
65 c) about as difficult as most..
18 d) less difficult...

9- AMOUNT OF WORK (assignment,.
12 a) much more work than moist
24 b) somewhat more
41 c) about as much work as most...
24 d) less work than most...

e spent studying...include math lab
courses I have taken

10. TESTS tests taken so far)
Choose the item below which best matches your feelings about tests:

82 a) level of difficulty was OK and the-tests covered what we were taught18 b) tests covered what we were taught but were too long or too hard
c) tests did not cover what we were taught

RETESTING I

Choose one of the following:
65a) I felt less anxious than usual about

second chapce,
35 b) The fact that retesting was possible

12. RETESTING II
Oid you ever skip a test because you were not ready and you knew you could takea retest?

.29a) once .

6b) more than once
65c) never

13, SPECIAL ASSISTANCE I (whether you used it or not)
Choose the statement below which best matches your feelings about the specialassistance available with this course.

' 59a) Anpeffort to provideextra helccis worthwhile.
36b) The help available in this course reduces my anxiety about grades (even though Imay not have used it).
1c) More effort arillresources should be devoted to programs aimed at students who dowell.

tests because I knew I would have a

did not lessen my anxiety about testing.

14. SPECIAL ASSISTANCE II
My feelings about the extra help in this course compared to other c
extra help is that:

53a) the program in this course.is much more valuable350 the program in this course is a bit more valuable
12c) the program in this course is no better/worse than in other courses__d) the program in this course is less valuable

urses offering



SD

1.70 .68

2.0 770

r. 81 1. 32

1.58 .79

PART III rapport
I. onsider the class only)

R te student-teacher rapport in this course41 a excellent
47 b good
12 c fair

d) poor

16.Rate studeht-student rapport in his course
24 a) excellent
53 b) good
24 c) fair

d) poor

Ii-Rate the availability of the instructor
69 a) easy to rlach/meet with
6 b) sometimes unavailable

c) difficult to reach/meet with
25 d) because of the extra help, I didn't feel the

(or at all).

18.Did the instructor seem approachable, that
him, asking questions, etc?

59 a) extremely approachable
24 b) very approachable
18 c) some what approachable

d) not at all, approachable

need to'contact the

di.d you feel c

419

instructor of tei

rtable talking with

19.0id the.instructor seem interested in his students, their .progre:sproblems?
35 extremely interested

1.64 .49 65 b -very interested

c) some what interested
d) not at all interested

2.0

2.41 .61

a.

1.70 .47

1,0 0

PART IV general questions

20. Did- the presence of the television
anxiety?

a) yes
100 b ) no

21.Did you ask questions in class?
6a) often
47b) sometimes
.47c) rarely

equipment inconvenience

and their

you or cause any

22'.Did the fact h t extra help was avaIlable change your question asking habits?29a) Yes
710 no

23.If yes, how?

1000 fewer. questions
b) more questions (n=.5)



SD

,.35 .74

.57 .93

.*64- .74

.;64 .74

1.57 .93

..*14 .36

..07 ..26

50

MATH LA8 EVALUATION (fill in if you ever used the math lab for any reason)

POT I general questions

24. About how many times did you use the math labf
57 a) 1-3

29 b) 4-8
14 c) 9-13

d) 14+

.25. Why did you most often use the math lab?
14a) to review classes
36b) to study for tests
50c). to study for retests

d) to seek additional informa ion on any topic(s)

What methods/material*s did you most often use?
64a) intruction by tutor
21b) tutor and videotape instruction
7c) yideotape alone
7d) Sdditional materials (iriCluding problem

--t) %tddent study group

27. What is your general estimate of the value of the math lab
50a) extremely'valuable
36b) very'valuable
14c) somewhat valuable

d) not at all valuable

2C. What is the value of the video e. u or method used in the math lab7 ,

50a) extremelyValuable
36.b) very valuable,.
14c) somewhat valuable

,.not at.all valuable

*
29. What is the value of the<videotape wihoüt the tutor?

, a) extremely %luable
b) verY valuable

.

64c) some what valuable
7d) not at all valuable.

PART II the tutor

30. Did die tutor establish a non-thre e 1 helping) relationship in the math:lab?86a) very much so ;

-14 b) to some degree
c) not very much

--d) wi'S very authoritative 'and threatening

?.1.- Did the tutor seem to haveo solid knowledge of the subject
93a) very knowledgeable
7b) somewhat knowledgeable

---c) not very knowledgeable



x SD

1.35 .49

1.84 1.21

1. 5 .37

1.07 .277

1.46 .96

2.57 .75

1.90 1.13

2.14 .66

32.. Did the tutor explain clearly and precisely ?
64 a) almost always
36 b) often

c) sometimes
--d) rarely

33. Did the tutbr use the resources available (that is TV, materials, etc.) br
simplylecture?

,62 a) used resources often
8 b) used resources occasionally

15 c) used resources rarely
15 d) most often.lectured

34. Was the tutotable to understand your question or problem?
85 a) almost always
151)) often

c)- occasionallyA
d) rarely

35. Was the.tutor able to help you solve your problem or ansWer your questions?
92 a) almost always
8 b) often
o)- occasionally
d) rarely

36. Oid the tutor .tie in math lab instruction and activities to class instruction and
activities?

77a) aimost.always
8 b) often
8 c) occasionally
8 d) rarely

, PART III administration

37. Did you resent efforts made to get You to use the math lab
14a) ,very much

140 a bit
71c) I had no such feelings

38! WdUld you specify your reasons fof not using the'math lab if there were indication-
that you needed help).

36 a) I.usually work out my own problems
55 b) I had no time

c) I didn't like'the tutor
_d) I didn't like being pressured
9 e) other (please list)

39. Do you consider-that the math lab:
14a) kept you from failing
57b) helped you raise your grade
29 cl made little difference to your performance'
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PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED STUDENTS IN CALC US 10:150

80 80 60 60 60 60

oT CT T1 RI T2 R2 T3 R3

53 13 638- 55A 57A

52 -18 73A- 33 513 320 26.51+ 41,5C

33 12 59C+ 678 488 57A
I.

35 16 52C- 628- 41, 300- 455.58- 19G+ 38C-

24 10* 678 '0 35.50
:4-

458- 36 SC 468

46 22 678 - 47.58 49%58

increase in grade

decrease jn grade

DT = diagnostic test
CT = calculus pre-test
TI 7 test I; RI . retst 1; etc.
FIN final exam

120

T4

93.58-,

580-,

53.5F+2

176001,

V 76C-

33C

120

R4 FIN

948 84.5C

56.50 581

74.5C- 740

.54.51+

7.10+- 77,50+
~.

83.5C+ 07.sc

L SI

GRADE

C-

C

5q



1 IR

.

490- 188A+
,

, 2. 60C- 181.5A-

5. 9oA+

6. 72.58- 1758

7. 90A+

8. 69.5C+ 098+

9. 82A-

10. 66C+ 185.5A

11- 728- 171.58-

,

2 2R

300+ 143.58+

270- 140.58

27.50

40.55

39.58- 148A

I8G+ 134C

37c+ 150A+

42.5A+

300+ 140.58

44A- 46d4

32C- 42.58+

3 3R

39.,58

33c 1,37.5C-

I5G 34-

300+ 42 55+

49,52+

31.5C-

428+

435+ ,

. 428+

40.58 47A

37C+ IA-

.12. 748 76B . 765 30.50-1125450-

13. no- 388-

14. 83A- Y77.58+ 37c+

15. 64C 172.58- 300+

16. 72.58- 41

17. 61C- 17.5G+

18. 520 1570+ 27F

)9. 66.5o+ WC+, 30-50+

20. 67.5C+

21. 80A+

22. 41.5F 162...5C I7G+
,

23. 785+

/
24. N4i.5F 00.55- 25.50-

25. 65.5c Y530 418

26. 36G+

27.

28.

40,

77.58+ 37.56-

84A 37.5c+

4 4R 'FINAL

54

COURSE

3I.5C+ IP-30.5C+ 878+ 8

240 67.5c C

26.50+ 3 5c+ '69c

26.5c 72c+

35.58 1388+ 9.6A A

126+ 67C C

36.58 Y28.5C 95A A

32C+

18.5F+

378 V250+

19.5F+ $-18F+

29-.5C

y33.5c/

37c+ A47A

116.5A

+ 388+

.16.50-1-127.5c

1435+, 34c 141.58 368 t26.5c-

19F- 16F 1.220

1.26.50-- ic-,' 250+ 21.50--
132C 31.5c- 17F

134.5C 20F 1.300+ I5F- 1250+
.:.

r
k6A 22F' A36C+ 220

45A- 45. 5A 338-
,

130.50+ 31c= 13C 28t5C-' 0-27C-

.23.5F
.

,,,. , withdr.

144A- , 32C- 4408 260+ 127c-

.. .

398- 30.5c'

1426+ 36C+ 3IC ).-30

A46.5A 49..5A 41.5A-

798- 8

768-

93A-

86.58+

50.50-

69.5c,

898+

895+

560 0

51.50-

44F+

53.50 c

70C C

95.5A A

64C- C

4/78

85.584.

65.5c-

845 .

100A+ A

CALCULUS 10:150 test /,retest results

,increases. 38 decrease = 8 no change = 3

1 = test:l 1R = retest 1; etc.
arrows ind cate direction of

retest results



1 1R 2 2R 1 3R "4 4R 5 5R Final Course

65.58 A76 A 31.50 144.5A- 36.5c+ 678-A 76A 39.5c+ 38,-c+ 8% A

67 8+ *A80 A+ 39.58- 37; 58- y 35.5c+ 698*. 648 8 H 144 8 65C- 8

3. 68:58- ,46.5A Y22 F- 1+1 0 A43 8+ 748+ 50.5A 8%- A-

4. 34 F 157.5C+ 15 G 15, 19.5F- 130.5P+ 59C T450. 12 H+ A38.5C+ 46F
(

5. '56 c 173 A- .47.5A - 20.5 F' 144 A- 40F+ 17 G+ 129.50 590

6. 39 F+ 155.5c.

7. 21 C- 1.2.5C-

8.. 58.5c+

9, 65 8 166.58+

10. 66 a 173.5A

11- 59.5C+ P-58 C+

13 H+ 121 F 0 122.5F-11 20H-3.-12H-

11.51-i 13.56 - 21

42 8 - 35 c - 54c- r

40 8- 146 A- 40 0 145.5A- 83A+ -

31.5c+ 150 A+ 46.5A 62C+1718+

26,50- 141.58 20.5F 135.5,426G 1678-

0, i- 26 F+' 2611+ F

IN

-
.

withdrawn 12/4/78 w

25.5F+ 5.58+ 65c- c

46.58+ 148 A- 92A A

30.50 142:58- 878+ A

5 1141 8- 551)-

12. 68 8+ 175 A 41 34 c A49 A+ 78A- 38.5C+ 147.5A- 73C+
s

13. 57 C+ A68.58+ 33 c- 146 A- 27 cr 136.5c+ 510+1668- 21.5F- 145 8+ 65C-

14. 60.58- 172.5A- 43 8 49.5A+ '.- 668: 44.58+ 908

15.. 64 8 176.5A 37 c+ 147 A 42.58+ 145 h7 668-A80A 46.58+ 153 A+ 94A

16. 64 29 0 138.58- 25.58- 132.5C- 52C+1668- 38.5C+ - 808

17, 64 8 166.58+ 28' .1)-- 150 A'+ 42 8+ .- -''658:1738+ 35 A44.58 66c-
,

18. 38 F- 163 29.50 447.5A 25 0- 134.5C 25G 159C 10 + 119 6+ 520-

19. 35.5F 148. .0+ 3 :41C- 136 29.50+ 226

20. 43_50 - 3.51-i+

21. 57.5c+ 168 42 8 P-41.58 45.5A-3142 -177A- .513+ 148.5A- 858+

475A 77A,9,-78A- 40 C+ 155 A+ 778-

23. 60.58- 30 0' 141 8 29G+ 560

a

withdrawn 12/4/78

withdrawn

22. 72.5A- 177.5A+ 56 A+

CALCULUS 10: 151 test / retest resul

increases = 64 decre-ases = 4

no cflange = 6

1 = test 1; 1,R = retest 1; etc:

arrows indicate direction of
retest results

C

8

A

W.

A

A



*TEST 1 RETEST

scB

TEST 2 RETEST 2 TEST 3 RETEST 3 TEST 4 RETEST 4 FINAL COURSE

A
0
8
F-

>
>

<
>

A+
8-
B-
13-

C

F-
0
F I

8+
0

8+
C

A
H+
0+

> F+
> 8

0+

0-
B+

C

C

A
FA-

W

C

B

C-

C+ c- < n- 8 A- 8+ a

A > A+ A+ 8+ < B 13+ .> A- A A

C

13+ C >
G

A

0
A-

>C
,.> A,

C 0 C
B

C

A

c
A

A+ C- ..> B- - - A+ A

F+ > C 0- F >C 0+ > B+ C C

B+ C+ 8+ >A C4- - a e

A- 0- A+ 0 > c
. A 8

8 > 8+ CI- 0 C, > 812' C- 0 C- C+ 8

A- > ,A+ A exct3ted A

G+ > - W

A- . A+ 8- - > A- 8+ B

8- .> A- A- B B- A- B

- A- 6A- A- 0 > 8 A

8 C 8-- > C 8- 8

8+ C- B- > B+ B 13- C

8 > A Bt. > A- B- 0 B- B+ 0 8+ 8 8

A A+ A C A+ A

F > C+ f- >C 0 F > A- 0 C*.

A- . 13+ , C- a- A- B

A+ A+ A A A- A

F > 'C+ F- > C 0 F > A- 0 C

D G C- > A- 0+ 8- 8,- C

B. C- 0 > B B+ A- 8+ B

G- C F G- 8- I

8- > A+ C+ 8+ C- > A t. 3+ a ES

D 0 D 0 0+ .8 G a 8- 8

...,.

CALCULUS 10:152 TEST - RETEST RESULTS

INCREASES > = 47 DECREASES = < 4 SAHE = a = 5



ADJEC.THE RATING SCALt

FACTOR STRUCTURE

t

10-150

56



57

FACT6R SYSTEM FOR NU ADJECTIVE RATING SCA E

scale item scalemean al pha

worth
1.935 .944

'informative
enlightening
good
worthwhile
necessary
practical
valuable
rewarding
.T.elevant

useless
dull

a waste
Npring
irrelevant

cognitive
appeal

2.30
.754 4

interesting
enjoyable
exciting
stiirulating

difficulty
2.72 .723

difficult
demanding
ctisa1lengin9

provocativeness
2 7

difference
2483



COGNITIVE
APPEAL

( AFFECT)

WOiUFH

DIFFICULTY

OTHER

° ADJECTIVE OATING SCALE. PROFILE

a

7.7

Very Spmewhat None cit a

911 2 .3 A 6 7 $ 9 1 2 .3 A ..6

10 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Vt V 7--

GROUP
MEAN
SCORE

.9

PROVOCATIVE

DIFFERENT

i50Course
Instructor FILGO

Doit Coliette4 7/19

GroupSize N = 24

bhvotti Kally
(vets, hi hstoottioiiel Deviolopiliset
Simla* theversity
1975

ALPHA

2.30 .754

93 ',944

2. 7? .732

2:70
2,83



.1

COMBINED TVI AND. NON-TVI

"ADJECTIVE RATING SCALE;'

FACTOR STRUCTURE

10:151

59



ADJECTIVE RATING SCA E
FAtTORS(1)b

,-Scale I(Interes ) Scale II(Worth) Scale 1,,1 (Difficu t

nter'esting
informti-ve
e nlightening
e njayabla
e xciting
stimulat4ng
pro.vocatiye
.good
ewarding

warthwhile
practical
valuable
r,elevailt
useless
dull
a wast
.boring
irrelevant

different
-0ifficult
Oemanding
challenging.

+4

7=2 58
-alpha= 8 2

7=1.76
alpha= 802
X=2.47



ADJECJIVE RATING SCALE PROFILE

Extremely Very

15 2.0 2.5

Somewhat
I.

.0

None ot oil

33 40

alpha

worth 1 .76 8-2

intere'st

difficulty

Fr-"""7----!- 4 1

combined v /no-tvi 111
Cpurse Group Size
Instructor all

Dote Collected dec. 1978

2.58 890

2.47 802

@ Edward E Kelly
Center kit Instructional Oevelopment
Syracuse Univor.sity

W7s



ADjECTIVE RATING SCALE

FACTOR STRUCTURE

10:152

62



SCALE ITEM

INTEREST/ INTERESTING

AFFECT ENJOYABLE

EXCITIN6

GOOD

,REWAR ING

WORTH

ADJECTIVE RATING SCALE FACTORS

(n = 3V3 )

SCALE MEAN

2.40

,

63

ALPHA

.784

INFORMATIVE 1.81 :863

WORTHWHILE

NECESSARY

PREATICAL

VALUABLE

tRELEVANT

NEGATIVE USELESS 3.60 .814

ASPECTS DULL

A WASTE

BORING

IRRELEVANT

DIFFICULTY DIFFICULT 2.44 .741 .

DEMANDING

CHALLENGING

PROVOCATIVE 3.11

DIFFERENT 2.47

ENLIGHTENING 2.52

STIMULATING 2.82



Extreme r

iateres
affect

)ko

negative
aspects

d fficulty

other

Course
Instructor Filgo
Date Collected

74

ADJECi VE RATING SCALE PROFILE

Very Somewhat
1

None at ll

X alpha

A b .7 9 2 .3 .4 ,.6 .7 9 . A .6 .7 ji 9.

10 2.0 2.5 3.0 35 4.0.

2 40

10:152 Group Size n
= 31

81 .863

3 0 .814

2 44

Edword F. Kelly

Center JO( InStruCtio001 Development
Sirocuse University

1975

"1.11WERINIM...1



-COMPARATIVE RANKS OF ATTRIBUTION ITEMS

FOR 10:151 TVI,

10:151 NON-TVI, & 10:152



ITEI4

RANkS_OF ATTRIBUTION ITEMS

10:151 TVI RANK 10:151 NOW-TVI RANK
(n = 24) (n = 87)

10:152. RANK

(n = 31)

subject difficu t)6 3

personal effort 2

the classroom 12(10)

performance of 11(9)

other students

personal ability

course design
.(excluding extra
assistance) 46

personal moods,
ftsical con-
dition etc.

available extra
assistance (TVI)

luck

instructor
personality

instructor
teaching ability

1

5

3s

10 12(10)

9 9
ki(

2

6

2

7 5

8 8

13(11),

'6

11'

4

4 3

1

tutor personality 9 10

tutor teaching 10 11

ability

Notes: items in parenthesis above are the adjusted ranks of.tho`4.e item that

is, in the TVI and 10:152 lists, if the V40 items about tutors. are re-

moved then other item ranks increase as shown
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GRADE 'DISTRIBUTIONS IN CALCULUS

10:150 10:152 FROM WINTER 1376

TO SPRING 1979



QUARTER COURSE

W 76 F8151

SP 77 151

SUM 77 150

F 77 150

F 77 151

W 78 150

W 78 151

SP 78, 151

SUM 78 F150

78 150

F 78 F150

F 78 151

F 78 F151

SP 79 150

SP 79 151

SP jg F152

SP 79 152

n

34

180

33

585

70

144

527

154

35

781

24

61-

28

19

157

31

480

CALCULUS 10:150 - 151

% GRADES:

152

A 8 C

18 29 24

13 18
,

27

18 15 21

27 25 24

.14 24 21

27 11 16

24 25 - 24

13 22 25

26 37 14

22 23 25

30 26 17

36 34 21

8". 36 29

5 32 26

13 1/ 28

19 42 26

19 21 20

'68.

6 15 9

14 14,, * 13

12 19 10

,

12 8 10

20 i 7 13

13 23 11

13 6 9

9 7*

3 3

10 10

9 4

23

17

1.0

13

2

11

2

0

5

7

16 5 6

23 6 14

0 0 12

IOTE: Underlined items indicatp Prof. Filgo's classes

The item listed first is a class co-taught by Prof. Filgo and
Prof. Bridger in tHe winter 1976 quarter

12 6 14

The items which are not designated as Prof. Filgo's c assq,s.are the
combined figures for all other classes/sections
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